
RESEARCH
STATEMENT / 

PERSONAL
STATEMENT

Tips for Your



An explanation of why the program is a good fit for your
interests
Positive tone, active voice, and first person (“I” not “we”)
Concrete examples and stories. Be clear and concise
Specific details about outcomes/achievements. Brag a
little!
If there are specific prompts, address and emphasize
them directly

Typically in an essay style format
1 - 2 pages long (unless otherwise indicated)
Proofread! Proofread! Proofread! And have a
friend/mentor review your draft

It Includes:

Format:

A research statement / personal statement
tells about yourself, your research

interests, background, and why you are a
good fit for the research opportunity



Introduce the reader to your research interests, major, and
career goals
Hook the readers in!

Talk about your experiences. What have you completed and
why do you think it’s important for them know/what does the
experiences tell them about you?
Relate your experiences to your research interests
Be specific about what YOU did on projects
Share challenges you’ve faced and what it taught you 
Describe relevant activities/leadership experiences you have
List Skills you have that you’ll bring to them and what skills you
want to learn and utilize more
Explain what about the program excites you
Explain why is the program a good fit for you
State how this research will impact your future and goals

Bring it all together into a final summary statement that
reiterates the points you made above
Give them one last reason why you are a good fit for the
program

Introduction:

Body Paragraphs: 

Conclusion 

A GENERAL RESEARCH
STATEMENT FORMAT



RESOURCES

Undergraduate Research Ambassadors:
Need help creating or want feedback on your research statement?
Meet 1:1 with an Undergraduate Research Ambassador in person or

over Zoom to get support!

You can also email us at undergradresearch@arizona.edu

Think Tank Writing Center:
Want someone to review your research statement as a second set
of eyes? The Writing Center tutor can give you recommendations
on grammar, spelling, and the overall flow of your statement.

Writing Skills Improvement Program (WSIP):
WSIP offers Drop-In tutoring! This is a free service for UA

undergraduate and graduate students. Students can meet with a
WSIP professional tutor to receive focused feedback on a shorter

sample of writing.

https://career.arizona.edu/resources/how-to-make-an-appointment-in-handshake/
https://thinktank.arizona.edu/writing-center
https://wsip.arizona.edu/tutoring-consultation/free-drop-tutoring


EXAMPLE PAGE 1



EXAMPLE PAGE 2


